Jiangxi KAMA business bus Co., Limited

Jiangxi KAMA business bus Co., Limited (BONLUCK BUS) is a long-standing state-owned enterprise for manufacturing passenger vehicles with 27 years of history. Located in Changbei Economic Development Zone, Nanchang City, Jiangxi Province, the Company covers a total area of 150,000 sqm, with plant area of 30,000 sqm.

In 2007, through introducing and re-structuring product technology, human resources, foreign expert working teams and other resources, the Company quickly established itself as a national passenger vehicle manufacturer geared to international standards and equipped with independent intellectual property rights.

The Company’s products include almost 100 varieties in 12 major series, covering all models of luxury high-end passenger vehicle for tourism, urban passenger vehicle, road passenger vehicle, Minivan, and special vehicles. In the context of product R&D, it optimizes the development of passenger vehicle products using new energy sources, in addition to compressed natural gas (CNG), luxury passenger vehicle and urban passenger vehicle. It has also developed JXK6120AGH hybrid power passenger vehicle and JXK6120AGX urban passenger vehicle using Zn-air fuel cell.

Meanwhile, experts in passenger vehicle industry from Australia, UK, and the U.S. are stationed at BONLUCK BUS to perform technical cooperation and support. The Company has been awarded ISO9001 Quality System Accreditation and IATF 16949 Accreditation. It has also passed Australian ADR, UK VCA, and U.S. DOT Accreditation.

"The strong pass of every leaf is a wall of iron; yet with firm strides we are conquering its summit." Amidst the group background of economic globalization, BONLUCK BUS will further integrate domestic and overseas resources, including state-of-art technology for manufacturing passenger vehicle, foreign expert service networks and deepen cooperation with client resources, in order to be a trend for developing international-advanced passenger vehicle with self-owned intellectual property rights and national brand.